
Video security multiplexers, cameras, monitors, VCRs.
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i NEW 8 -camera
full -duplex
multiplexer
SMD-800. Packed with features!

c".".3"rr Trrap... Special high -resolution circuitry,
ID 1:3

comb filter and noise reduction
functions are combined for

aximum viewing quality. View and record functions are independent with separate multiplex
cord/display live and record/playback modes. With multiscreen display modes, live or playback
owing can be displayed in full screen or sequential switching (2x2, 3 x 3, or 4x4). Selectable
)tion lets you design the multiscreen display pattern to fit unique needs. Each camera channel
in give its own title and time up to 16 characters. Eight -channel alarm input function, freeze
notion, power -loss memory protection, compatible with S -VHS VCRs. Manufacturer's warranty:
le -year. 1%x 1616x 13 k." 980-1092 1 499.99
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NEW 16 -camera
digital color
duplex
multiplexer
SMD-1610N. Record up to 16
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cameras with one time- laose
recorder or view up to 16

cameras simultaneously with one
- more monitors. Fast frame rate of 30 frames per second in quad view, 5 frames per second in
-division view and 3.75 frames per second in 16 -division view. High -quality 720x480 -pixel
icture. Zoom any picture up to 2x (seven -step electronic zoom). Motion detection function,
TSC/PAL compatible and spot monitor output. Manufacturer's warranty: one-year.

161. - 13 ".980-1093 1,699.99
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YEW 8 -position digital
sequential switcher
AS -800. Automatically switches up to eight
.ameras in sequential order. On -screen
)rogramming, full -function remote control.
:amera titling plus time and date stamp can
)e positioned almost anywhere on the screen.
/ariety of alarm functions. Includes: 9VDC, 1A
Power supply. Manufacturer's warranty: one -
Tar. 116x9x9". 980-1091 399.99

NEW 14"
color
monitor
SAM -14M.

Features 350 -line horizontal resolution,
selectable NTSC/PAL color system and on-
screen display. Built-in one-way audio with
microphone and speaker. Sturdy metal
cabinet. 13h, 14Y,x15Y,". Manufacturer's
warranty: one-year.
980-1417 349.99

1/3" CCD cameras
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1) BW2302EA B&W camera. 270,000
pixels, 380 -line resolution. Backlight
:ompensation. High sensitivity: 0.13 lux at t8.
ccepts CS or C -type lens and 24VAC power

;upply (extra). 2 x 23/, x4lYi".

380-1083 149.99
:2) SDC-240NA color camera. 270,000
pixels (Sony DSP chip). Resolution: 330+ TV
ines. Backlight compensation, line lock, plus
;elective electronic shutter control. 2/2Y,
 4 / ". 980-1085 269.99
:3) SDC-310NA color camera. High
esolution of more than 470 TV lines. Backlight
:ompensation, selective electronic shutter
:ontrol. Requires 24VAC power supply (extra).
2x2741.". 980-1086 339.99

(6)

(4) SDC-250NA color camera. With
270,000 pixels, 330 -line resolution and
sensitivity of 0.65 lux at f.8, you're sure to get
the picture. Super backlight compensation,
built-in digital motion detector, Requires
24VAC power supply (extra). 2 2 .4 1
980-1087 399.99
(5) SAD -129E B&W dome camera.
Camera has 270,000 pixels, 420 -line
resolution. Fixed 3.6mm lens provides a 92°
field of view. Min. illumination: 0.1 lux at f.8.
Approx. 4%x 3". 980-1088 169.99
(6) SAD-229ND Color Dome camera.
270,000 pixels, 350 -line resolution, fixed
3.6mm lens. Min. illumination: 1.5 lux at f.8.
Approx. 4Y:.x3". 980-1089 269.99

Samsung Pro -Grade
Video Surveillance Can
Pay for Itself Quickly
Attention business owners! A video surveillance system assembled from

these Samsung components can help you save money. Use cameras and

monitors to observe critical areas. Add cameras, multiplexers and switchers to

expand your system's coverage. Ins all a time-lapse VCR and get a videotape

record of losses and unsafe situations that occur when you can't be on site.
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view NEW Real-time

black -and -white
digital quad
splitter
SAQ-600. The compact design of
this quad splitter helps optimize
your workspace. Enjoy real-time
performance with 50/60 fields per

second and a high resolution of 256 -level grayscale (8 -bit). Built-in Genlock Auto Switching
function for each camera input. Screen menu programming. Input: 4 BNC connectors. BNC
outputs for video and VCR. Includes 9VDC, 1A power supply. Manufacturer's warranty: one-year.
13/<Tio,9! ".980-1090 429.99

NEW 12"
B&W
monitor
SAM -12E.
Enclosed in a

sturdy metal case,
this val.Je-packed
B&W monitor

delivers an excellent high -resolution image of
up to 800 horizontal lines. Up -frost function
controls make operation easy. Selectable 75
ohm/high-impedance input. Connectors: BNC
for video in and out. Manufacturer's warranty:
one-year. 117- 111,x12'/".
980-1096 179.99
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NEW 9"
B&W
CCTV
monitor
SAM -9E. This

monitor delivers a crisp, high -resolution picture
of 800 TV lines at the center and it's protected
by a metal case. Operating controls are up front
for added convenience. Front controls: bright,
contrast, horizontal hold and vertical linearity.
Time-lapse VCR compatible. UL, FCC and CE
approved. Manufacturer's warranty: one-year.

.8%,,10Y,".
980-1094 179.99

NEW 4 -head VHS
time-lapse VCR
STR-241. Don't just get the
picture -capture it on tape! Features

include time/date stamp and four recoroing speeds. Record lock helps prevent unintended
operation. Additional functions: alarm recording, field/frame, timer recording, repeat recording and
series recording Horizontal resolution: 300 lines for black -and -white and 220 lines for color.
Manufacturer's warranty: one-year. 3%x 12/.".980-1097 499.99
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NEW 4 -head VHS
time-lapse VCR
STR-961N. Get up to 40 days of time-
lapse recording with 13 record speeds
available. Audio recording and
playback: L2H, L12H and L24H modes.

On -screen display functions induce recording mode, date and time. Alarm recording function of
L2H for recording time mode with Auto and Tape End functions for recording time between 5 and
30 minutes. Timer recording allows up to 15 programs/1 week, repeat recording and series
recording. Record lock helps prevent unirtended operation. Manufacturer's warranty: one-year.
3Y,x14'Ax 12r. 980-1099 699.99
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RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our
stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


